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EnjoyMinded announced for iOS - Meet new people in London
Published on 10/27/16
UK based Enjoy Minded Limited announces the up and coming release of EnjoyMinded, their
new iOS app. Enjoy Minded is a platform that aims to help London newcomers meet new
people, make new friends and explore new places in the capital. Places on Enjoy Minded is
a listing of pubs, bars, restaurants and cafes in London and can help new Londoners find
some nice places to hang out. Places is expected to launch by the end of November 2016.
London, United Kingdom - Enjoy Minded Limited is proud to announce the up and coming
release of EnjoyMinded, their new iOS app. Enjoy Minded is a platform that aims to help
London newcomers meet new people, make new friends and explore new places in the capital.
Relocating to a new city can be a really stressful experience to anyone, even for people
who have done so multiple times already and even if the move represents a positive change
such as getting a better job or starting university. Some of the best ways to overcome the
stress and start feeling at home quickly is to get around and about in your new city and
make some new friends. London in particular is home to hundreds of thousands newcomers
and
Enjoy Minded aims to help them do just that. Using the Enjoy Minded platform, people will
be able to both discover new places in their city and make some new friends. The company
has just launched "Places" on the web ahead of the release of their iOS app.
Places on Enjoy Minded is a listing of pubs, bars, restaurants and cafes in London and can
help new Londoners find some nice places to hang out. The listing also contains short
reviews and ratings for some of the places and is updated on a regular basis. EnjoyMinded
is expected to launch by the end of November 2016.
Once the iOS app is available on the App Store, users will also be able to create
'hangouts' in those places and start meeting new people and making friends. The
application will be completely free to download and use and anyone who signs up to the
platform will be able to create a hangout or join one and meet some like-minded people.
Creating a hangout can be done in a three quick and easy steps - select a location and
date, select some interests and provide a title and description.
"The marketplace is already crowded with dating apps such as Tinder, OkCupid and
PlentyOfFish, so the Enjoy Minded platform will be a really nice alternative for people
who are not looking for dates, but just to make some friends and is a good alternative for
couples looking to meet new people," explains Ivan Genchev, founder of London based Enjoy
Minded Limited. "Also, it could be a better choice to Yelp and Foursquare for people that
have recently moved to a new city and are looking to go out."
Enjoy Minded:
https://enjoyminded.com
EnjoyMinded:
https://enjoyminded.com/places/united-kingdom/london/
Media Assets:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0BwDNpPBhIpe1YThMSXB4dldjZU0?usp=sharing

Enjoy Minded Limited was established on 18th of January 2016 in London, UK by Ivan Genchev
with the aim to connect people not only online, but also offline and help them overcome
the stress of relocating to a new city by providing them with a solution to quickly and
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easily make new friends and find new favourite places to go out in their new city. All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Enjoy Minded Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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